The mechanism for proton pumping in cytochrome c oxidase from an electrostatic and quantum chemical perspective.
The mechanism for proton pumping in cytochrome c oxidase in the respiratory chain, has for decades been one of the main unsolved problems in biochemistry. However, even though several different suggested mechanisms exist, many of the steps in these mechanisms are quite similar and constitute a general consensus framework for discussing proton pumping. When these steps are analyzed, at least three critical gating situations are found, and these points are where the suggested mechanisms in general differ. The requirements for gating are reviewed and analyzed in detail, and a mechanism is suggested, where solutions for all the gating situations are formulated. This mechanism is based on an electrostatic analysis of a kinetic experiment fior the O to E transition. The key component of the mechanism is a positively charged transition state. An electron on heme a opens the gate for proton transfer from the N-side to a pump loading site (PLS). When the negative charge of the electron is compensated by a chemical proton, the positive transition state prevents backflow from the PLS to the N-side at the most critical stage of the pumping process. The mechanism has now been tested by large model DFT calculations, and these calculations give strong support for the suggested mechanism.